INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Alternative transcription initiation is a major mechanism for diversifying the human transcriptome and generating tissue specific mRNA variants ([@B1],[@B2]). Transcription initiations at alternative promoters follow two patterns (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}): initiations from distant promoters produce alternative first exons (AFE), while promoters located in close proximity typically transcribe the same exon from alternative tandem [t]{.ul}ranscription [s]{.ul}tart [s]{.ul}ites (TSS) producing tandem 5′UTRs. Alternative transcription initiation may change open reading frames (ORFs) of transcripts and result in novel proteins ([@B3]) or alternative protein isoforms with different N-terminal peptide sequences ([@B4]). It may also produce mRNA isoforms that code for the same protein product but with distinct 5′UTR sequences, that differ in their mRNA stability or translational efficiency ([@B5],[@B6]). Alternative transcription initiation has been associated with transcriptome variation during development and cell differentiation ([@B7]).

![The SEASTAR pipeline for the computational identification and quantitative analysis of first exons using RNA-seq data alone. (**A**) Alternative transcription start sites (TSSs) can appear in two forms: alternative first exons (AFEs) and alternative tandem TSSs. (**B**) The reference guided transcript assembly: the reference annotation based transcript (RABT) assembly method is used to assemble novel transcripts using RNA-seq reads guided by the existing transcriptome annotation. (**C**) The generation of non-redundant first exons (FEs): transcripts from all samples are merged to generate a non-redundant set of FEs. (**D**) The quantitation of exon and splice junction coverage: reads mapped to each FE and its downstream splice junction are counted as the coverage for each FE. (**E**) The identification of *bona fide* FEs: five methods are designed and compared. The logistic regression model (highlighted in bold) is selected as the method of choice in SEASTAR due to its superior performance. (**F**) The detection of differential AFE usage: the percent-spliced-in (PSI) value for each AFE in each sample is calculated using the read counts and effective lengths of all AFEs within the gene. The rMATS statistical test is used to determine whether the AFE has significant differential usage between two samples or two groups of samples.](gky053fig1){#F1}

Conventionally, identification of transcription start sites and alternative first exons on a genomic scale requires specialized experimental methods, such as CAGE and 5′-RACE, that capture the true 5′ ends of polymerase II transcripts ([@B12],[@B13]). These approaches involve elaborate experimental procedures and are not routinely used in the characterization of cellular transcriptomes. By contrast, RNA-seq data for diverse organisms, tissues, and cell types are straightforward to produce and are abundant in public repositories. Consequently, there is significant interest in utilizing RNA-seq data to identify AFEs and quantify their expression. In principle, AFEs can be identified and analyzed from RNA-seq data either by mapping sequenced reads to the existing transcriptome annotation or by carrying out *de-novo* transcriptome assembly ([@B14]). However, methods based on existing annotations alone cannot detect novel AFEs, while methods based on *de-novo* assembly may have false positives due to a variety of technical issues related to read coverage and bias in read distribution ([@B17]). Additionally, the discovery of AFEs should be coupled with quantitative analysis to determine differential AFE usage in specific biological conditions or cellular states. Therefore, a specialized and streamlined tool is needed for comprehensive discovery and quantitative analysis of AFEs using RNA-seq data.

Here, we describe a computational pipeline SEASTAR ([S]{.ul}ystematic [E]{.ul}valuation of [A]{.ul}lternative Transcription [Sta]{.ul}rt Sites in [R]{.ul}NA), designed to identify alternative first exons and alternative tandem TSSs and quantify their expression levels. SEASTAR uses a logistic regression method to reliably identify first exons (FEs), including novel exons that are not present in the current transcriptome annotation. Rigorous statistical comparison is then applied to quantify and compare AFE usage across distinct biological conditions. By benchmarking SEASTAR against a 'gold standard' dataset from CAGE experiments we show that it accurately predicts the positions of FEs. The FEs identified by SEASTAR carry RNA POL2 signals as well as epigenetic marks specific to active promoters, including enrichment for H3K4 trimethylation (H3K4me3) and H3K27 acetylation (H3K27ac) and depletion of H3K36 trimethylation (H3K36me3). Finally, we illustrate the utility of SEASTAR in investigating the regulation of gene expression and AFE usage by applying it to a time-course RNA-seq dataset during the reprogramming of mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) into induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs).

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Reconstructing first exons and quantifying their usage {#SEC2-1}
------------------------------------------------------

The SEASTAR pipeline is composed of multiple steps (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The first step is to reconstruct all putative first exons (FEs) by transcript assembly from the RNA-seq data (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The assembly is guided by the existing transcriptome annotation so users need to choose a transcriptome annotation database (e.g. *Homo sapiens*.Ensembl.GRCh37.72 or *Mus musculus*.Ensembl.NCBIM38.72), in addition to providing the aligned RNA-seq data (e.g. BAM files). We adopt the Reference Annotation Based Transcript (RABT) assembly method ([@B18]) implemented by Cufflinks (version 2.2.0, downloaded from <http://cufflinks.cbcb.umd.edu/>) to assemble transcript isoforms for each sample (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Then we merge the RABT annotation files (e.g. GTF files) of all samples to produce a complete annotation of putative FEs in the entire dataset. Overlapping putative FEs that share the same downstream 5′ splice sites are merged into the longest exon in the annotation to generate a non-redundant set of first exons (Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). We use the term FEs to represent non-redundant first exons in the remaining part of the paper. An optional choice is provided to merge only the FEs whose TSSs are within a certain user-defined distance (e.g. \<100 bp), as a criterion used in the processing of CAGE data ([@B19],[@B20]). Following the filtering criteria in CAGE analysis ([@B19],[@B20]), putative FEs overlapping with internal exons of other annotated transcripts are discarded from downstream analyses, as such FEs are often artifacts due to recapping instead of transcription ([@B19]).

Next, we quantify the usage of FEs by counting reads that are aligned to the exons and their downstream splice junctions (Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). We take the counts as the measure for the expression levels of FEs.

Identifying *bona fide* first exons {#SEC2-2}
-----------------------------------

Some of the reconstructed putative FEs may reflect artifacts and noise in the RNA-seq data. We designed and tested five different methods for identifying *bona fide* FEs in the data, and compared them with results from CAGE to select the most reliable method as the default method in our pipeline (Figure [1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The first method is 'Poisson test'. We compare the read count of an FE with the read count of its surrounding genomic region (of the same length as the FE) based on a Poisson model. The purpose is to test whether the probability of reads aligned to the FE is no more than that to its flanking genomic regions. We assume the distribution of read coverage follows the Poisson model. For each FE, we use its read count in a given sample to calculate the mean of the Poisson distribution. For its flanking regions, we take the adjacent upstream region and downstream region, each with the same length as the FE, and count the reads mapped to these regions. We compare the read counts of the FE with the two flanking regions using edgeR (v 3.4.2) ([@B21]), in which we use the Trimmed Mean of M-value (TMM) method ([@B22]) to normalize each sample and the Generalized Linear Model (GLM) method ([@B23]) to perform the likelihood ratio test. A candidate FE is called as a *bona fide* FE if the read count of the FE is larger than those of its upstream region and downstream region, and if the *P*-values of both comparisons are smaller than a given threshold.The second method is 'Negative Binomial test'. It uses the same strategy as the first method of Poisson test, except that we assume the distribution of read coverage on each region to follow the Negative Binomial (NB) model. We estimate the dispersion in the NB model using the Cox-Reid profile-adjusted likelihood (CR) method ([@B23]) in edgeR.The third method is 'Exon coverage'. We count the reads mapped to each candidate FE. A candidate FE is called as a *bona fide* FE if the read count is larger than a given threshold.The fourth method is 'Splice junction coverage'. For each FE, we count the reads mapped to its downstream splice junction as the splice junction coverage. A candidate FE is identified as a *bona fide* FE if the splice junction coverage is larger than a given threshold.The fifth method is 'Logistic regression model'. It is a machine learning approach. The main idea is to apply a logistic regression model by combining the read coverage in methods (3) and (4). We first apply the principal component analysis (PCA) on the read coverage of methods (3) and (4) to reduce the correlation of these two measurements. Then the two principal components are used as the input of the logistic regression model. In the logistic model the combined metric is the probability that the FE is present in a given sample. All components are combined by a logistic function (Eq. [1](#M1){ref-type="disp-formula"}):$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\begin{equation*}z = {\beta _0} + {\beta _1}{x_1} + {\beta _2}{x_2}\end{equation*}\end{document}$$where *x*~1~ and *x*~2~ are the two principal components derived from the candidate FE's exon coverage and splice junction coverage (Eq. [2](#M2){ref-type="disp-formula"}). The coefficients are determined by fitting the model on training datasets to achieve the maximum true positive rate (TPR) with the acceptable false positive rate (FPR) (e.g. 5%).

We collect the training datasets from samples with both CAGE data and RNA-seq data. On the training data, we use the function 'glm' in R (version 3.0.2) to regress and calculate the *f*(*z*) value by Wald statistics (implemented by the function 'glm'). The parameters of the regression model, including the coefficients and their statistical significance, are provided in [Supplementary Tables S1 and S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

For a candidate FE, we calculate the logistic probability using the logistic function. A candidate FE with a high logistic probability is called as a *bona fide* FE. We select the cutoff of the logistic probability as 0.909 to control the FPR at \<0.05, based on the result trained and tested by the H1-hESC nuclear data (see below).

True and false positive rate estimation for the identification of first exons {#SEC2-3}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

We assess the performance of the five methods above using CAGE data covering multiple cell types (see below). For each cell type, we take the TSSs detected in CAGE data as the reference positive TSSs, defined as those above a given threshold of tags per million (TPM) (e.g. TPM \> 0.1) in the CAGE data of the given cell type. Reference negative TSSs are defined as those not expressed in the given cell type (e.g. TPM \< 0.1) but highly expressed in any other cell type (e.g. TPM \> 5) in the entire CAGE dataset. We then use the CAGE catalog of TSSs to evaluate the performance of FE identification using RNA-seq data alone. Specifically, FEs identified from RNA-seq data are classified as true positive or false positive predictions if they overlap with reference positive or negative TSSs in the CAGE data respectively. The true positive rate (TPR) is calculated as the percentage of true positive predictions among all reference positive TSSs. The false positive rate (FPR) is calculated as the percentage of false positive predictions among all reference negative TSSs. Instead of comparing the methods at specific thresholds, we use the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve to achieve a fair and systematic comparison. To obtain the ROC curve for each method, we set a sliding threshold over the full range of test statistics, and calculate and plot the corresponding TPR and FPR values at different thresholds for calling FEs. The area under the curve (AUC) is calculated to quantify the performance of each method.

Detecting differential usage of AFEs between biological conditions {#SEC2-4}
------------------------------------------------------------------

If a gene contains two or more FEs, we consider these FEs to be AFEs. The next step in the SEASTAR pipeline is to detect differential usage of AFEs between two groups of samples. This is done by testing whether the difference in the relative proportions of the multiple AFEs between the two groups is significant above a user-defined threshold (Figure [1F](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). A measurement of percent-spliced-in (PSI) is defined for the relative proportion of a given AFE's inclusion in the transcripts, which is calculated as the ratio of the RNA-seq read count on the given AFE over the total RNA-seq read count on all AFEs of the same gene. We apply the rMATS statistical method ([@B24]) for testing differential AFE ratio in the SEASTAR pipeline. The rMATS model tests for differential isoform proportion between RNA-seq sample groups while accounting for variation among biological replicates. We adopt it for differential AFE analysis in this work. Specifically, rMATS is used to compare each AFE with all other AFEs in the same gene, taking into account the RNA-seq read counts and effective transcript lengths of all AFEs. We call an AFE as differentially used if the difference in the PSI values of the AFE between the two groups exceeds a given threshold *c* (e.g. *c* \> 5%) and if the false discovery rate (FDR) value is smaller than a given threshold (e.g. FDR \< 0.05).

Detecting differential usage of tandem TSSs {#SEC2-5}
-------------------------------------------

Besides detecting differential usage of AFEs, the SEASTAR pipeline also tests whether alternative tandem TSSs exist within a given FE, and whether the relative proportions of tandem TSSs significantly differ between two sample groups. The DaPars 'change point' statistical model, originally developed for detecting tandem alternative polyadenylation sites in RNA-seq data ([@B25]), is implemented to identify tandem TSSs. All FEs identified by SEASTAR are used as candidate regions for the DaPars analysis. DaPars first detects the internal TSS within the whole FE (i.e. the 'change point'), then splits the whole FE into two regions at the internal TSS (change point). We use rMATS to test whether the relative proportion of the two regions is significantly different between the two sample groups. This DaPars analysis is applied to all FEs of all genes.

Processing RNA-seq and CAGE data of non-strand-specific experiments {#SEC2-6}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

We downloaded a public dataset containing both CAGE and RNA-seq data of the KhES embryonic stem cell line. The dataset was downloaded from the DDBJ DRA database (<http://trace.ddbj.nig.ac.jp/>, accession number DRA000914) of the FANTOM 5 project ([@B26]). There were four libraries containing the nuclear and cytoplasmic fractions of two replicates. Each library contained both CAGE and RNA-seq data. We downloaded the raw RNA-seq reads and aligned them to the reference human genome (UCSC hg19). The RNA-seq data were not strand-specific. We used TopHat version 1.4.1 ([@B14]) as the mapping tool, allowing no more than 3 bp mismatches. The transcriptome annotation was downloaded from the Ensembl database (version 75, <http://www.ensembl.org>).

We compiled the reference TSS dataset from the CAGE data, which include the annotations of TSSs along with their abundance estimates ([@B26]). We chose the KhES cell line as the cell type to be studied, and used five other cell types (two iPS cell lines including iPSCs reprogrammed from human fibroblasts and human B lymphocytes, three differentiated cell lines including fibroblasts, B lymphocytes and T lymphocytes) to select the reference negative TSSs in the studied cell type (KhES). We implemented 5-fold cross validation by splitting the reference dataset into five bins and using four bins for training and the remaining one bin for testing.

Processing RNA-seq and CAGE data of strand-specific experiments {#SEC2-7}
---------------------------------------------------------------

We downloaded a public dataset containing strand-specific RNA-seq data of the H1-hES cell line. The raw RNA-seq reads were collected from the ENCODE project (<https://www.encodeproject.org/experiments/>), including both nuclear and cytoplasmic fractions of the H1-hES cell line. We also downloaded other public datasets containing the whole-cell RNA-seq data of the GM12878, K562, A549, HepG2, HeLa-S3, foreskin fibroblast, and SK-N-SH cells from the ENCODE project. All datasets were strand-specific paired-end RNA-seq data from rRNA-depleted PolyA+ RNA with \>200 nucleotides in transcript length.

We aligned the RNA-seq reads to the reference human genome (UCSC hg19) using TopHat version 1.4.1 ([@B14]) using the strand-specific parameter (library type 'fr-firststrand') and allowing no more than 3 bp mismatches. The transcriptome annotation was downloaded from the Ensembl database (version 72). We downloaded the CAGE TSS annotations for all of these samples sequenced by the strand-specific CAGE protocol from the ENCODE project.

Evaluating RNA POL2 enrichment and epigenetic features of identified first exons {#SEC2-8}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The aligned RNA POL2 data of the GM12878 and K562 cell lines were downloaded from ENCODE. The processed histone modification data of these cell lines were downloaded from the Roadmap Epigenomics Project (<http://egg2.wustl.edu/roadmap/data/>). The types of histone marks included were H3K4me3, H3K27ac and H3K36me3. They were all pre-aligned and processed by the Roadmap Project following their standard protocols which only retained the uniquely mapped reads. We used the fold-change (FC) data of each signal compared with the background signal (named as 'Input signal') from the Roadmap project.

For visualization, we normalized the coverage by shrinking the sequencing depth of all ChIP-seq samples to match the sample with the lowest depth, by randomly sampling reads from each sample. For each FE, we extracted a genomic region around its TSS from its upstream 5000 bp to its downstream 5000 bp. For all regions, we calculated the average coverage within each ChIP-seq sample with a 20 bp window using deepTools ([@B27]) considering the orientation of transcription.

SEASTAR analysis of time-course RNA-seq data during iPSC reprogramming {#SEC2-9}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

We re-analyzed our recently published mouse RNA-seq data during the time-course of iPSC reprogramming ([@B28]), which can be downloaded from the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (accession number GSE76233). The dataset contained samples of seven time points between day 0 to day 20 during the reprogramming of MEFs into iPSCs as well as fully reprogrammed iPSC clones. We mapped the raw RNA-seq reads to the mouse genome (mm10) and the Ensembl transcriptome annotation (release 72) using TopHat (v 1.4.1). We used SEASTAR to identify differential AFE events between day 0 and other time points from day 4 through day 20 as well as the iPSC clone. We used the threshold of *c* = 0.05 and FDR at 5% (Figure [1F](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) for calling significant difference in the relative usage of AFEs.

Temporal cluster analysis of iPSC RNA-seq data {#SEC2-10}
----------------------------------------------

To separate the detected differential AFE events into subgroups representing distinct temporal patterns of AFE usage during iPSC reprogramming, we performed a temporal cluster analysis on the differential AFEs using hierarchical clustering. For each possible pair of the identified differential AFEs, we calculated the *Pearson Correlation Coefficient* (*PCC*) with Jackknife resampling based on the relative usage (i.e. PSI values) of AFEs across the whole time course (seven time points × three replicates). Then we used 1 -- *PCC* as the distance metric to perform the cluster analysis with the average linkage method. With a permutation procedure, we estimated that a *PCC* threshold of 0.5 corresponds to an FDR of 0.048. We then cut the clustering dendrogram at the distance threshold of 0.5, and removed sub-clusters with \<5 AFEs.

For expression analysis of transcription factors (TFs), we collected genes encoding DNA-binding proteins involved in transcriptional regulation from JASPAR and UniPROBE ([@B29],[@B30]). For all TFs, we obtained their gene expression levels in the iPSC time-course data (measured with fragments per kilobase of transcript per million mapped reads or FPKM) provided in our original study ([@B28]). From the entire list we identified candidate TFs with temporal changes in gene expression during iPSC reprogramming using the following criteria: (i) average FPKM across the three replicates \>5 in at least one of the seven time points; (ii) significant change in FPKM values among seven time points (tested using ANOVA with *P* \< 0.01); (iii) at least a 2-fold change between the maximum and minimum FPKM values (averaged across three replicates) among the seven time points. We considered these TFs as candidate TFs that may potentially drive differential AFE usage during iPSC reprogramming. Following the method for clustering AFEs (see above), we also performed a temporal cluster analysis of TF expression levels with a distance threshold of 0.7, corresponding to an FDR of 0.028 by permutation test.

TF motif and enrichment analysis {#SEC2-11}
--------------------------------

We collected the known binding sites of all TFs from the R package MotifDb (v 1.12.1) containing the TF motifs from JASPAR and UniPROBE ([@B29],[@B30]). For each motif, we scanned for its occurrences in the vicinity of each AFE (from 2000 bp upstream to 500 bp downstream of the TSS) ([@B31]). Using the R function matchPWM with a score threshold of 90%, we identified and counted motif occurrences of each TF for each AFE.

We designed an enrichment analysis to identify TFs with a high potential to drive differential AFE usage during iPSC reprogramming. We first calculated the *PCC* with Jackknife resampling between the FPKM values of TFs and the PSI values of AFEs across the seven time points. To calculate the enrichment score and test for the significance of TFs, we adapted the gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) algorithm ([@B32]). For each TF, we took all significant differential AFEs as the whole set and ranked them based on their raw correlation (*PCC* values) with the TF (from +1 to --1). Among the whole set of AFEs, the AFEs containing the TF's motif were marked. Then we calculated the Enrichment Score (ES) for each TF using the method described in GSEA ([@B32]). We used a Kolmogorov--Smirnov (K--S) test to test for significant enrichment of AFEs containing the TF motif towards the top or the bottom of the ranked list of AFEs. We ranked all TFs based on their *P*-values from this enrichment analysis, followed by the Benjamini--Hochberg correction to calculate the FDRs.

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

A computational pipeline for systematic evaluation of alternative first exons and transcription start sites in RNA-seq data {#SEC3-1}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We developed a multi-step computational pipeline SEASTAR to identify alternative first exons and alternative tandem TSSs and quantify their differential usage using RNA-seq data alone (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The pipeline first reconstructs all putative FEs for each sample by reference transcriptome guided transcript assembly (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The transcriptome assemblies from all samples are then merged into a non-redundant transcriptome annotation (Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). This non-redundant annotation is then used to calculate the read coverage for each putative FE in each sample (Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Next, we use the logistic regression model to identify *bona fide* FEs that are expressed in a given sample (Figure [1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The logistic regression model was selected among five methods tested due to its superior performance in identifying FEs based on 'gold standard' reference TSS data from CAGE. Finally, the pipeline identifies differentially used AFEs and tandem TSSs by comparing their relative usage between sample groups (Figure [1F](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The SEASTAR pipeline is written in Bash script and R (v 3.0.2) and is freely available for download at <https://github.com/Xinglab/SEASTAR>. All analyses in this paper were conducted with v0.9.4. We have modified and upgraded the package to v1.0.0 to fix compatibility issues with Mac OS X platforms.

Assessment of FE identification using reference CAGE data {#SEC3-2}
---------------------------------------------------------

CAGE is commonly considered as the 'gold standard' approach for mapping transcription start sites and first exons ([@B12]). To determine if it is feasible to reliably identify first exons from RNA-seq data alone, we tested five methods (Figure [1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) for detecting first exons from RNA-seq data and compared their results to the results of CAGE experiments performed on the same sample. Two of the methods, exon coverage and splice junction coverage, are simple cutoff-based methods using the number of reads mapped to the putative FEs or their downstream splice junctions. Two other methods, Poisson test and Negative Binomial test, compare the read coverage of the putative FEs to the surrounding genomic regions assuming Poisson and Negative Binomial distribution of the RNA-seq read counts, respectively. The last method is a logistic regression model based on principal component transformation of the exon and splice junction read coverage. We analyzed and compared the performance of these methods on multiple cell lines with both RNA-seq data and CAGE data. Both non-strand-specific and strand-specific RNA-seq data were tested.

We first used data for the KhES embryonic stem cell line from the FANTOM 5 project ([@B26]) to assess the five methods on non-strand-specific RNA-seq data. Using the criteria described in the Materials and Methods section, from the CAGE data we obtained a total of 9272 reference positive and 516 reference negative TSSs/FEs for the nuclear fraction, as well as 8552 reference positive and 400 reference negative TSSs/FEs for the cytoplasmic fraction. From the RNA-seq data, we reconstructed 79 699 and 70 961 putative FEs from the nuclear and cytoplasmic fractions, respectively. We compared the ROC curves and AUC values of the five methods (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The logistic regression model generated the AUC of 0.84 and 0.90 on the nuclear and cytoplasmic data respectively (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), which were the highest among all methods. Moreover, the AUC values calculated by training and testing on the same data (without cross-validation) and by 5-fold cross-validation on the training data were comparable (with a difference of no more than 0.02). The 'exon coverage' method had a poor performance, with AUCs of 0.69 and 0.87 on the nuclear and cytoplasmic fractions, respectively.

![Performance assessment of the five methods for FE identification using the reference CAGE data. (**A** and **B**) The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves of the five methods on non-strand-specific RNA-seq data of the nuclear (A) and cytoplasmic fractions (B) of the KhES cell line. (**C** and **D**) The ROC curves of the five methods on strand-specific RNA-seq data of the nuclear (C) and cytoplasmic fractions (D) of the H1-hES cell line. The logistic regression model has the best performance in all cases.](gky053fig2){#F2}

We reasoned that the poor performance of the 'exon coverage' method may be due to overlapping or adjacent antisense transcripts that cannot be distinguished due to lack of strand information. To test if strand assignment of the RNA-seq data improves the performance of FE identification, we repeated our analysis on strand-specific RNA-seq data of the H1-hES cell line from the ENCODE project. All methods except for the Poisson test had improved performance when applied to strand-specific RNA-seq data (Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The logistic regression model still generated the best performance with AUCs of 0.91 and 0.95 on the nuclear and cytoplasmic fractions, respectively. Notably, the performance of the 'exon coverage' method improved significantly, producing results that were nearly as accurate as the logistic regression model.

The logistic regression model reliably identifies first exons across multiple cell types {#SEC3-3}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To further evaluate the robustness of the logistic regression model and determine if the model parameters and performance are influenced by the type of the cells or the experimental conditions, we tested it on data from seven additional cell types profiled by the ENCODE project. These included strand-specific CAGE and whole cell RNA-seq data from the GM12878, K562, A549, HepG2, HeLa-S3, foreskin fibroblast and SK-N-SH cells. The strand-specific nuclear and cytoplasmic data from the H1-hES cell line as described above were also included in this analysis.

We tested our logistic regression model on each cell type using parameters learned from each of the other cell types. As shown in Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, the lowest AUC was 0.910 and the average AUC was 0.936. This shows that our logistic regression model was robust for different datasets, and the model parameters were not over-fitted to specific cell types and experimental conditions. The choice of the training RNA-seq dataset had little influence on the performance of the model. Based on these results, we chose to use the logistic regression parameters learned from the H1-hESC nuclear data as the default parameters in SEASTAR. We selected the cutoff of the logistic probability as 0.909 to control the FPR at \<0.05, based on the ROC curve trained and tested by the H1-hESC nuclear data.

![Identification and features of FEs across multiple cell types. (**A**) The area under the curve (AUC) values of the ROC curves for nine different conditions (whole-cell data of the GM12878, K562, A549, HepG2, HeLa-S3, foreskin fibroblast and SK-N-SH samples, and both the nuclear and cytoplasmic fractions of the H1-hES cell line). To test the robustness of our logistic regression model for identifying FEs in different cell types, we tested the logistic regression model on each cell type using the parameters trained from each of the other cell types. The lowest AUC was 0.910 and the average AUC was 0.936. These results suggest that the logistic regression model was robust for different cell types, and the model parameters were not over-fitted to specific cell types. (**B** and **C**) The distributions of RNA POL2, H3K4me3, H3K27ac and H3K36me3 signals around the TSSs of different sets of FEs in the GM12878 cell line (B) and the K562 cell line (C). RNA POL2, H3K4me3 and H3K27ac are shown to be enriched around reference positive CAGE TSSs and SEASTAR FEs (known and novel). H3K36me3 is shown to be enriched downstream of reference positive CAGE TSSs and SEASTAR FEs. Reference negative CAGE TSSs and putative FEs filtered by SEASTAR show no such enrichment patterns.](gky053fig3){#F3}

SEASTAR-identified FEs bear the hallmarks of active promoters {#SEC3-4}
-------------------------------------------------------------

We reasoned that if first exons identified by SEASTAR are *bona fide*, they should be in close proximity to epigenetic marks characteristic of active promoters, and they should exhibit the enrichment of RNA POL2 signals associated with transcription start sites. In addition, *bona fide* first exons should not be enriched for epigenetic modifications associated with the bodies of active genes. To test if first exons identified by SEASTAR bear the hallmarks of active promoters, we collected from ENCODE the RNA POL2 data for two cell lines, GM12878 and K562. We also collected ChIP-seq data from the Roadmap Epigenomics project on the positioning of the H3K4me3 and H3K27ac marks that are specific to active promoters, and the H3K36me3 mark which is enriched in the bodies of actively transcribed genes ([@B33],[@B34]).

In both the GM12878 and K562 cell lines, our analysis demonstrated that the RNA POL2, H3K4me3, and H3K27ac signals were highly enriched in the regions surrounding SEASTAR-identified FEs. Both known and novel (newly discovered) SEASTAR FEs had the same pattern (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). This enrichment was similar to the enrichment observed around the reference positive TSSs identified by CAGE (i.e. 'CAGE, positive') (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). There was a characteristic dip in the epigenetic mark enrichment observed between -200 to +50bp for the H3K4me3 and H3K27ac signals, consistent with the lack of nucleosomes right at the promoters of active genes ([@B34]). The H3K36me3 signal was enriched downstream of TSSs of SEASTAR FEs, similar to the distribution pattern of H3K36me3 around the positive TSSs by CAGE (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). By contrast, putative FEs filtered out by our logistic regression model as well as the reference negative TSSs by CAGE (i.e. 'CAGE, negative') did not show the characteristic distributions of RNA POL2 and epigenetic marks around active promoters.

We also investigated whether the promoters of SEASTAR-identified FEs overlap with CpG islands. The promoter region was defined from 2000 bp upstream to 500 bp downstream of the TSS for a given FE. The CpG island annotation was downloaded from the UCSC genome browser (hg19). We defined a promoter as overlapping with a CpG island if there is any overlapped region between them. In this analysis, we only focused on genes with two AFEs. In the GM12878 cell line, there were 2644 genes with 5288 SEASTAR-identified AFEs. Among them, 78% of upstream promoters overlapped with CpG islands, while 50% of downstream promoters overlapped with CpG islands. This trend is consistent with observations made in a previous study for upstream versus downstream promoters of the same genes ([@B35]). Similarly, we investigated the overlap of the promoters of SEASTAR-identified FEs with peak locations of histone marks from the Roadmap Epigenomics project. For H3K4me3, H3K27ac and H3K36me3, the overlapping ratios of upstream promoters were 92%, 89% and 3% respectively, while the overlapping ratios of downstream promoters were 74%, 72% and 24% respectively. It is interesting to note the opposite trend of overlapping ratios for H3K36me3 compared with H3K4me3 and H3K27ac. We reason that H3K36me3 is an indicator of transcribed regions instead of promoter regions, so downstream promoters have a higher chance of overlapping with H3K36me3.

Detecting differential AFEs and tandem TSSs {#SEC3-5}
-------------------------------------------

Next, we applied the rMATS statistical model to identify differentially used AFEs and tandem TSSs between the GM12878 and K562 cell lines. AFEs and tandem TSSs were considered differentially used if they had \>5% change in the PSI values and rMATS FDR of \<0.05. Applying these criteria we identified 2281 differential AFEs in 1340 genes. Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F4){ref-type="fig"} show two examples of differentially used AFEs. The RPS6KA1 gene has two alternative first exons, TSS1060 and TSS1063, that are differentially used between the two cell lines (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The switch detected by SEASTAR from the proximal RPS6KA1 AFE (TSS1063) in GM12878 to the distal AFE (TSS1060) in K562 was consistent with independent evidence for promoter activity from RNA POL2 ChIP-seq and CAGE experiments. Similarly, a switch from the novel distal AFE (TSS101265) in GM12878 to a proximal AFE (TSS101266) in K562 was detected in the BIN1 gene (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). As in the case of the RPS6KA1 gene, the detected differential AFE usage was consistent with the RNA POL2 and CAGE signals at the two AFEs.

![Examples of differentially used AFEs and tandem TSSs between the GM12878 and K562 cell lines. (**A**) Differentially used AFEs in gene RPS6KA1. (**B**) Differentially used AFEs in gene BIN1. (**C**) Differentially used tandem TSSs in gene ATP6V1E2. (**D**) Differentially used tandem TSSs in gene SLC35D1.](gky053fig4){#F4}

We also identified 439 significant differential tandem TSSs between the two cell types. Two such examples are shown for ATP6V1E2 (Figure [4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) and SLC35D1 (Figure [4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). In both cases, the proximal TSS was active in the GM12878 cell line while the distal TSS was active in the K562 cell line. As in the examples of differential AFEs described above, the predicted switch in tandem TSS usage was consistent with the RNA POL2 ChIP-seq and CAGE signals.

SEASTAR analysis of time-course RNA-seq data during iPSC reprogramming {#SEC3-6}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

To determine if SEASTAR can be used to gain insights into the regulation of gene expression and AFE usage, we applied it to an RNA-seq dataset derived from the time course of reprogramming mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) into induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) ([@B28]). The dataset included RNA-seq data from seven time points at days 0, 4, 7, 10, 15 and 20 as well as fully reprogrammed iPSC clones. There were three replicates at each time point. Using SEASTAR we identified differential AFEs between day 0 and other time points (day 4 through day 20 and the iPSC clones). Our analysis revealed substantial changes in AFEs at each time point compared to day 0 during reprogramming ([Supplementary Table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To further investigate if there were distinct temporal expression patterns among these AFEs, we conducted a temporal cluster analysis of all differential AFEs in the time course (see Materials and Methods). Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows 15 clusters of temporal expression patterns of 738 significant differential AFEs across the time course ([Supplementary Table S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The clusters showed distinct temporal expression patterns, such as graded decrease or increase in expression along the time course (clusters 1 and 2), or dramatic decrease or increase in expression from day 20 of reprogramming to the transgene-independent iPSC clones (clusters 3 and 5). 83% of these differential AFEs contain start codons in the AFEs, which may either change the N-terminal coding sequence or modulate translational efficiency via upstream AUGs or ORFs. The rest (17%) of differential AFEs do not contain start codons.

![Genome-wide analysis of differential AFEs and associated TFs during iPSC reprogramming. (**A**) Heatmap of genome-wide AFE usage levels (PSI values) during iPSC reprogramming (3 replicates for each time point). AFEs were clustered into 15 groups of distinct temporal patterns. (**B**) Heatmap of expression levels of 126 TFs with temporal expression changes during iPSC reprogramming. The TFs were clustered into 5 groups of distinct temporal patterns. The top 10 TFs ranked by the enrichment analysis are highlighted. (**C**) Heatmap of Pearson Correlation Coefficients of AFE PSI values and TF expression levels across the time course. Each row represents an AFE and each column represents a TF. The top 10 TFs ranked by the enrichment analysis are highlighted.](gky053fig5){#F5}

The temporal patterns of AFE usage suggests coordinated regulation by TFs at different stages of reprogramming. We collected a list of 308 genes encoding DNA-binding proteins involved in transcriptional regulation ([@B29],[@B30]). From the list we identified 126 genes ([Supplementary Table S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) as candidate TFs with significant temporal changes in expression during reprogramming (see Materials and Methods). Using a temporal cluster analysis of TF expression levels, we separated these 126 TFs into five distinct clusters as shown in Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"} (detailed data in [Supplementary Table S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Next, we carried out an integrative analysis of AFE/TF expression as well as TF motif occurrence to identify candidate TFs that potentially drive differential AFE usage during iPSC reprogramming. We used the Jackknife *PCC* between AFE PSI values and TF expression levels to identify TFs whose expression levels were highly correlated with differentially used AFEs during iPSC reprogramming. We observed that many TFs correlated positively or negatively with AFE usage during the time course of reprogramming (Figure [5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). To identify TFs with potential causal roles in regulating AFE usage, we examined the occurrences of TF motifs around differential AFEs. Specifically, TFs may affect AFE usage by binding to genomic regions flanking the TSSs ([@B36],[@B37]). The existence of a binding motif for a particular TF in proximity to a regulated AFE may indicate that the TF directly controls AFE usage. We scanned for TF motifs in the 2.5 kb genomic region (2000 bp upstream to 500 bp downstream) surrounding each TSS of AFEs and counted motif occurrences of each TF at each AFE. We then adapted the GSEA algorithm ([@B32]) to calculate the ES and significance of individual TFs for the whole set of differential AFEs, incorporating both the expression correlation between TFs and AFEs and the occurrences of TF motifs around AFEs (see Materials and Methods). Briefly, for each TF we took all differential AFEs and ranked them based on the *PCC* between AFE PSI values and TF expression levels across the time course, then tested for the enrichment of AFEs containing the TF's motif towards the top or the bottom of the ranked list. This approach has the benefit of accounting for both the strength of expression correlation between TFs and AFEs, and the occurrence of TF motifs around AFEs as the potential evidence for direct regulation.

Following the enrichment analysis, we ranked all 126 temporally regulated TFs by their *P*-values for enrichment scores ([Supplementary Table S7](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The top 10 TFs based on the enrichment analysis are highlighted in Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}. Among them, we found multiple TFs known to be key regulators of reprogramming including the top ranked N-Myc (Mycn) gene (with *P*-value of 0.00028). AFEs containing the Mycn motif were significantly enriched towards the top of the AFEs positively correlated with Mycn expression in our enrichment analysis (Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). We further investigated the expression level of Mycn (Figure [6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), as well as the average PSI values of AFEs that contain the Mycn motif and have strong positive correlation with Mycn expression (PCC \> 0.5) (Figure [6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). The significant increase of Mycn expression during iPSC reprogramming (*P*-value = 8.9e--16, ANOVA test) was accompanied by an increase in the relative usage of these AFEs. The coordinated change in expression levels between Mycn and the differentially used AFEs containing the Mycn motif suggests that Mycn binds to and promotes the usage of these AFEs. Mycn is known to play an essential role in the maintenance of pluripotency ([@B38]). Mycn can cooperate with other TFs to reprogram adult cells into other differentiated cells ([@B39]) or into iPS cells ([@B40]). Msx2, another transcription factor identified in our enrichment analysis, is a major driver of de-differentiation in mammalian muscle cells ([@B41]). Collectively, these data imply that TFs with high scores from the enrichment analysis of differential AFEs play important roles in iPSC reprogramming and the regulation of the pluripotent state.

![N-Myc (Mycn) as a potential driver of differential AFEs during iPSC reprogramming. (**A**) The gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) like plot for N-Myc (Mycn). Differential AFEs were ranked based on the correlation of their PSI values to Mycn expression levels during the time course. Differential AFEs containing the Mycn motif were significantly enriched towards the top of the list. (**B**) The expression levels of Mycn across the time course. (**C**) The PSI values of Mycn-associated AFEs across the time course. The PSI value of each individual AFE is drawn in gray and the red curve represents the average of all AFEs.](gky053fig6){#F6}

DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
==========

We report a computational pipeline SEASTAR that reliably identifies FEs and performs quantitative analyses of AFE usage using RNA-seq data alone. The enrichment of epigenetic marks specific to active promoters as well as RNA POL2 signals around the SEASTAR FEs suggests that these FEs originate at *bona fide* transcription start sites and are not experimental artifacts. To achieve the optimal performance we explored various methods and found that the logistic regression model, which combines the read coverage for the putative first exon and its downstream splice junction, has the best performance in identifying first exons from RNA-seq data, regardless of whether the data has strand information or not. By contrast, the exon-based method ('Exon coverage') has a poor performance on non-strand-specific data, but is a close second on strand-specific data. This discrepancy is likely due to the presence of antisense transcription at active promoters which may confound the identification of FEs in non-strand-specific data using only the exon count information.

We should note that all RNA-seq data used in this work are either from major consortia projects (FANTOM, ENCODE) or from our own published work, in which stringent QC criteria had been applied to ensure RNA quality prior to sequencing. Therefore, we expect that the possible degeneration of RNA-seq coverage near 5′ ends of mRNAs did not severely affect the ability of SEASTAR to identify alternative and differential AFE events in these datasets, considering that SEASTAR uses RNA-seq signals on both the AFE and its downstream splice junction. Nonetheless, this issue could be more severe for short AFEs, or for RNA-seq data of low quality and degraded RNA samples.

SEASTAR compares RNA-seq data of distinct biological conditions to identify differentially used AFEs and tandem TSSs. By analyzing the time course RNA-seq data of reprogramming MEFs into iPSCs, we demonstrated the utility of SEASTAR in studying the temporal control of gene expression and AFE usage. Furthermore, we developed an enrichment analysis method that considers the coordinated expression of TFs and AFEs as well as the occurrences of TF motifs around AFEs to identify candidate TFs that drive differential AFE usage. This enrichment analysis pinpointed Mycn as a key regulator of AFE usage during iPSC reprogramming. Collectively, SEASTAR is a comprehensive software package for the computational identification and quantitative analysis of AFEs and alternative tandem TSSs using RNA-seq data. It can be used in lieu of CAGE analysis, when suitable CAGE data is often not available or impractical to obtain due to technical challenges or limitations. Given the popularity of RNA-seq as well as the rapid accumulation of RNA-seq data in public repositories, we anticipate that SEASTAR can provide valuable and novel insights into AFE usage and regulation in diverse RNA-seq studies.

DATA AVAILABILITY {#SEC5}
=================

The SEASTAR pipeline is written in Bash script and R (v 3.0.2) and is freely available for download at <https://github.com/Xinglab/SEASTAR>.
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